Abstract-The paper explores the calculation of exact bit errror rates (BERs) for some single-user chaotic-shift-keying (CSK) communications systems, in contrast to approximate Gaussian-based approximations in current use. The conventional signal-to-noiseratio approach is shown to give only lower bounds on the BERs. An analytical Gaussian approach based on exact mean and variance of the decoder function gives inexact results. Exact BERs are given here for several CSK systems with spreading sequences from different types of chaotic map. They achieve exactness from fully exploiting the dynamical and statistical features of the systems and the results correspond theoretically to impractically large Monte Carlo simulations. A further aspect of the paper is the derivation of likelihood optimal bit decoders which can be superior to correlation decoders. The nonapplicability of Gaussian assumptions is viewed through some exact distributional results for one system.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N COMMUNICATION systems involving chaotic modulation, messages are carried by chaotic wave forms instead of conventional regular wave forms. An overview can be gained from Kennedy, Rovatti, and Setti [1] , the first monograph in the area. Already, a wide variety of chaos-based systems with chaotic modulation have been proposed, mainly as adaptions of conventional systems.
Every communication system requires an estimate of bit value based on received signal information; in several systems, the estimate is supplied by using some form of correlation decoder, comparing a modulated chaotic spreading sequence carrying bitvalue information with the same sequence without the modulation. Regarding decoder performance, the standard assessment in most earlier related work is bit-error probability or rate, under the assumption of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The calculation of bit-error probabilities for correlation decoders has therefore been undertaken for many conventional systems. Conventionally, an approximate Gaussian formula for the probability of error for communication through an AWGN channel is used; it is based on moment calculations and Central Limit Theorem Gaussian assumptions employing the moments. In using it for systems with chaotic modulation, there is very little recognition of their chaotic dynamics. The first purpose of this paper is to set out an approach to the exact calculation of bit-error probabilities for chaotically modulated systems from first statistical and dynamical principles; as exemplification of the approach, antipodal single-user chaos-shift-keying (CSK) systems are mainly studied in both coherent and noncoherent forms. The approach makes use of the implicit distributional and nonlinear behavior of chaotic processes and the assumption of AWGN in the channel. So far in this area, the use of Gaussian approximations has been routine, but it will be argued here that the exact approach is a useful advance and is to be preferred. It provides broader insights, is totally accurate, avoids the need for simulation checks of approximate calculations, and can indicate the point at which these become accurate. Gaussian approximations may present inaccurate results relative to exact calculation; Lawrance and Balakrishna [2] give a simple CSK illustration using exact decoder mean and variance where only a Gausssian assumption is at fault. Much of the still innovative and relevant work in chaotically modulated systems, such as Abel, Swartz, and Gotz [3] , Lau and Tse [4] , Lipton and Dabke [5] , Milanovic Syed, and Zaghou [6] , Kolumban [7] , Sushchik, Tsimring, and Volkovskii [8] , and Tam, Lau, Tse, and Yip [9] , may possibly be enhanced by further development of the exact approach in this paper. Another advantage of seeking exact results is that they enable accurate comparison of bit errror rates (BERs) using different chaotic maps and different amounts of spreading-without the uncertainties and specificness of Monte Carlo simulation. They can suggest and confirm insights concerning optimality in regard to choice and degree of chaotic spreading.
A fundamentally important statistical issue in communications is decoding of the message received, an operation requiring statistical estimation of bit value. Following a theme of Hasler for systems with chaotic modulation, for instance, in Schimming and Hasler [10] , and also earlier by others for nonchaotic modulation, the estimate is then optimally based on the likelihood of the received and available data, and given by the standard statistical method of maximum-likelihood estimation. In antipodal CSK, this reassuringly leads to a correlation decoder, as it does in some conventional nonchaotically modulated systems subject to AWGN channel noise. Less reassuringly, it thereby suggests that the correlation decoder may not be optimum for more realistic chaotically modulated systems. However, the tractability of the estimation may not always lead to explicit forms as simple as the correlation decoder; thus further work is required to pursue Hasler's idea of identifying modifications to correlation decoders which gain in performance from the chaotic dynamics. Performance of correlation decoders when they are less than theoretically optimal will thus also usefully be investigated. By way of added value to the area, some results will cover systems in which their chaotic spreading sequences are replaced by independent and identically distributed sequences, while links to the nonchaotic binary phase-shift-keying (BPSK) system will be given as base-line comparisons.
It should be stressed that the main aim of this paper is to introduce the possibility of calculating exact bit decoding errors in communications systems involving chaotic modulation, and by so doing to develop understanding and intuition on chaotic modulation in communication systems. The aim is not to give implementable results for realistic sized systems. A second aim, but no less important, is to reinforce Hasler's emphasis on likelihood optimal decoders in chaos-based systems and give some exemplifications.
II. CHAOS-BASED COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Communication systems involving chaotic modulation will be introduced by mathematically specifying and discussing the binary antipodal versions of CSK systems; a block diagram representation is given in Fig. 1 . In these systems, unencoded and treated in discrete time, the chaotic modulation will use as modulation factor according to the bit value . The bits are taken to be statistically independent and it is not necessary to specify the distribution of the bit values over messages. A typical bit uses a segment of successive values from a continuous-valued chaotic waveform in discrete time generated by a chaotic map , ; this is the spreading or reference sequence. The chaotic sequence is assumed to have been started with a random value from the natural invariant distribution of the map, thus conferring this distribution in a stationary way on each subsequent variable in ; the common means of are denoted by and the common variances by . The bit value is signified by chaotic modulation using the modulation factor which for ( , ) leaves the chaotic waveform unchanged as , and for ( , ) reflects it about its mean as ; the modulation is thus of the form where in such expressions is regarded as a vector of means. To avoid the reflected values being out of range, the spreading distribution is assumed to be symmetric. This system is equivalent to using the map to generate the symbol 0 and switching to the map to generate the symbol 1; it is thus the simplest type of CSK in which a distinct map is used for each symbol, as further treated in Section VII. The transmission channel is subject to AWGN with variance , with denoting the noise associated with the chaotic wave form of a transmitted bit. Thus, the received modulated wave form is where
In the simple CSK system considered first, coherent antipodal CSK, the chaotic wave-spreading segment is known without noise at the receiver, as a "best performance" situation. It is compared to the received modulated segment in a decoder to determine, or rather estimate as , the modulating factor and, hence, the bit value . When obtaining for noisy channels, bit-error probability (or BER), is calculated as the measure of system performance; its value will in part depend on the decoder used. In reality, there are two conditional bit-error probabilities, that of and which, for some decoders may be unequal, as illustrated in Section VIII. Further, given a specific decoder, the bit-error probability can be expected to depend on the spreading factor , the dynamical and statistical properties of the chaotic map , and the Gaussian noise of variance . In Section VI, the effect of the chaotic wave form only being known with noise at the receiver is considered, the case of noncoherent antipodal or differential CSK communication.
Associated with each bit at the receiver are thus the known data ( , ), that is, the received modulated chaotic segment , and the chaotic spreading segment . These two wave segments can be used to estimate , regarded as a parameter in the data's distribution. The best statistical approach is then through maximum-likelihood estimation, taking according to which value gives the highest likelihood of . This is the approach set out in Schimming and Hasler [10] to be followed here. Since the conditional distribution of given is independent Gaussian, the likelihood of based on ( , ) is (2) where is the density of the noise . More explicitly, (2) involves the products of the Gaussian probability density functions of . Thus, the likelihood of becomes (3) The modulation factor is estimated by if (4) and by if the ratio is less than one. The inequality ratio (4) is seen to be equivalent to (5) is clearly a type of correlation decoder function, by involving covariance products between the chaotic segment and the received modulated segment. It may be noticed that (5) does not depend on , specifying the distribution taken by the spreading sequence , and indeed, the spreading sequence need not be chaotic; if chaotic, (5) does not depend on the particular map being used. With conventional systems, the spreading sequence may be deterministic or statistical.
A variation of (5) is when the spreading sequence is not chaotic and is a constant and the transmitted signal is of the form . The transmitted binary signal is thus one of two values plus noise, a signal plus noise system, more usually known as a coherent BPSK system; although not realistic, it is of theoretical interest in giving the likelihood-optimal decoder (6) which is not of a correlation form. Note that knowledge of the constant , at least as far as its sign is concerned, is necessary here for the estimate to be obtained. This system provides a useful benchmark in Section III.
The approach here opens up the possibility of obtaining optimal bit estimates or decoders for more realistic systems, as will be pursued in Sections VI and VII, and where correlation decoders are not optimal in the maximum likelihood sense.
III. BIT-ERROR PROBABILITY FOR ANTIPODAL CSK
The conditional BER of estimating a bit value 0 conditional that a 1 was transmitted is considered, and vice versa. As mentioned in Section I, the aim is to calculate the bit-error probability exactly, rather than approximately from Gaussian approximations. There are at least two such approximations: 1) the conventional where is the signal-to-noise variance ratio (SNR) , or rather the spreading-to-noise variance ratio in this chaos case,
, not in decibels, and with the standard compensation factor for spreading use of the channel; and 2) the analytical method using a Gaussian approximation and exact mean and variance of the decoder function, as illustrated in Lawrance and Balakrishna [2] for instance.
The first required conditional BER is theoretically BER (7) where and denote the vectors and as random variables, as appropriate to a probability expression. From (1) and (5), when , the decoder function is (8) The exact mean and an approximate variance of are used in the signal-noise approach, while the analytical approach employs the exact variance as well; both work from (7) approximated as . The exact approach, which is hinted at in Abel, Swartz, and Marco [3] but not developed "because often the pdf calculation is complicated or impossible," will involve evaluating (8) conditionally on and then over the stationary joint invariant distribution of the spreading sequence; recalling that the spreading sequence is defined over
The first term is now a linear combination of independent Gaussian variables with mean zero and variance ; thus, the most general result is BER (10) where is the distribution function of a standardized Gaussian random variable. This result holds for any type of spreading sequence assumed to have stationary probabilistic behavior, and not necessarily chaotic ones, but only for Gaussian noise, unless further developed. The other conditional probability for is easily seen to equal (9) and hence (10) . Equality is advantageous, but is not always true, as exemplified in Section VII. A similar calculation will be given in Section V for the full distribution and probability density function of (8); this will be useful to understand its non-normality and why standard Gaussian approximation results may be misleading.
Some generality can be extracted from (10) before exact calculations will be undertaken in Section IV. An alternative form of (10) is BER (11) where expectation is taken over the spreading sequence as dependent random variables.
There is an obvious simplification of (11) for , with the explicit expression being BER (12) where expectation is now just with respect to the invariant or marginal distribution of the spreading sequence; this result was presented for uniformly distributed spreading sequences in Lawrance and Balakrishna [2] for the present system. For large , the result from (11) is BER (13) which is also or as usually reported, ; the latter expression thus has the appearance of the much-quoted Gaussian approximation . It is valuable to note that by applying Jensen's inequality to (11) , that (13) will be a lower bound for the error probability, so
BER (14)
Thus, it is seen that the usually employed signal-noise approximation is in fact just a lower bound and the exact bit error may be larger than this. With SNR as the SNR in decibels, , the lower bound result (14) is BER SNR . The result (14) shows that the lower bound of the bit-error probability does not depend on any statistical dependence in the spreading sequence, and in fact only on SNR, and not on the form of the chaotic modulation. It is also evident, other aspects being fixed, that high variance of the spreading distribution is associated with low probability of error, and that variance of the spreading sequence tending to zero implies a lower bound on the error probability tending to 1/2, equivalent to guessing. Nevertheless, there is an unresolved question as to whether negative dependency in , not necessarily linear, tends to increase accuracy for small or moderate given equal invariant distributions. The importance of negative quadratic dependency was suggested in Lawrance and Balakrishna [2] by the analytical approach using the exact mean and variance of the decoder function, but this is not entirely clear in general because it rests on Gaussian approximation as well. Moreover, it can be noted that this analytical approach is not guaranteed to give a lower bound on the BER.
A general question concerns whether a universal lower bound of the error probability can be obtained by a particular choice of spreading process, presuming that the range of the spreading values is finite, say
. An upper bound on the variance of such distributions is which occurs in the binary case with the probability of 1/2 at each end point, the so-called balanced binary distribution. This gives (15) as the universal lower bound on the error probability over all invariant distributions. There is a hint here that continuous distributions near to balanced binary, such as the invariant distribution of logistic and Chebyshev maps, may be advantageous. The binary distribution behavior of implies the strongest distinction between values and hence good detection performance of the system.
For the coherent BPSK system with likelihood optimal decoder (6), the exact bit-error probability can be calculated as (16) which is the lower bound for the antipodal CSK system with ; thus coherent BPSK can be seen as a benchmark. In common BPSK notation in which is the transmitted energy per bit and , the BER of (16) is seen as the standard expression . Finally, note that with , the coherent BPSK system attains (15), the universal lower bound of BER for antipodal CSK systems. Thus, the antipodal CSK system can not improve on coherent BPSK as far as bit error is concerned; this is perhaps not unreasonable because it does incorporate the further level of chaotic variation. However, it could be more secure than BPSK.
IV. EXACT BIT ERROR PROBABILITY CALCULATIONS
Although this paper is primarily concerned with chaotic spreading sequences, white Gaussian ones are of interest as a statistical benchmark and they afford immediate tractability. Since the Gaussian distribution function in (11) has, as its argument, a chi-squared distributed random variable with degrees of freedom, the exact BER becomes BER
As the expectation of a function of a random variable, (17) is easy to numerically calculate.
In subsequent figures, BER is plotted on the log scale against SNR in decibels, as defined in Section III after (14). Fig. 2 shows that for white Gaussian spreading sequences, that the BER approaches its lower bound as the spreading factor increases, and by there is substantial improvement over although the lower bound has not been reached by . Reverting to chaotic spreading, the result (10) for the BER is now obtained explicitly and numerical illustrations are made in a number of cases. Taking first is the simplest case and allows comparison of different invariant distributions without any possible chaotic dependency effects of the spreading sequence. Isolating dependency effects for is problematical because they are implicit from the dynamics. With an invariant 
The integral here is, in principle, easy to evaluate numerically, at least for simple chaotic maps. For instance, when the map is logistic, a preliminary sign transformation is made in order to render the beta density free of singularities at 0 and 1; the argument of the integral then becomes a smooth curve, and the integral can then be evaluated numerically. The continuous distributions employed were uniform, beta(1/2,1/2), each over [0,1] with mean 1/2, and the BER results were compared with that of the balanced binary distribution on (0,1), the presumed universal lower bound given in Section III. The results in Fig. 3 for , plotting BER against SNR show substantial reducing performance as the spreading distribution progressively departs from balanced binary in the order beta(1/2,1/2), uniform and Gaussian, as might be expected; the latter is not usually associated with chaotic maps but given as the statistical benchmark. Without spreading, none of the choices comes near to the balanced binary lower bound.
When the spreading factor is greater than 1, and for chaotic spreading sequences, the multiple integral in (10) can conveniently be simplified to a one-dimensional integral by noting that , the th iteration of the chaotic map starting from the value . Assuming the starting value is from an invariant distribution of the map, as is reasonable, the required integral is BER
This result fully involves the chaotic dynamics of the map. It is more complicated to evaluate (19) than (18) because the function to be integrated will have many peaks and troughs, but, in principle, it is done similarly. This is used first to obtain the BER results in Fig. 4 for balanced binary, logistic, and shift maps. The plots in Fig. 4 , also including white Gaussian spreading calculated using (17), show that the order established by the distributions in Fig. 3 continues to apply; in particular, logistic spreading gives BER nearest to that of the balanced binary lower bound. Fig. 4 compared to Fig. 3 , which has a much larger scale on the BER axis, also indicates that increasing the spreading factor from 1 to 5 much reduces the bit error for each type of spreading.
Next, (19) is used to more fully examine the effect of the spreading factor in the case of the logistic map. From Fig. 5 , the beneficial effect of chaotic spreading is immediately noticeable; the curves ,3,4,5 are bunched together much lower than the upper curve, although still a little way above the solid lower bound curve. The effect of chaotic spreading is seen to be beneficial in this logistic map case even though the sequences have no linear or quadratic dependency. In spite of compensation for channel use in the definition of SNR, there is also a small beneficial effect of higher spreading factors, but there is no optimal spreading factor from any of these BER results. Finally, the Chebyshev polynomial map, Geisel and Fairen [11] , is a good candidate for spreading sequences because of its beta(1/2,1/2) invariant distribution over ( 1,1), flexible dependency and high tractability. Also, as the polynomial order increases, the output from the map tends to produce apparently independent values. The plot in Fig. 6 shows how BER approaches its independence value, from above for odd-order Chebyshev maps and from below for even orders. Thus, even-order Chebyshev spreading maps offer advantages in terms of lower BER over independent spreading while odd-order ones which pass through the origin are worse. Maps which have a tendency to generate successively equal zero values are less effective because they do not emphasize the 1 and 1 distinction. An implication from Fig. 6 is that, depending on the dynamics of the map, independence of spreading intervals can be better or worse in BER terms than chaotic spreading, assuming equal marginal and invariant distributions.
The main conclusions are that conventional approximate results underestimate exact BERs for chaotic spreading, the dynamics of the spreading map are important (but neglected by the Gaussian approximations), logistic map spreading gives rates quite near to the lower bound, even-order Chebychev spreading is superior to independent spreading while odd-order is worse, and there is still a small beneficial effect of the spreading factor after compensation for channel use. There is no optimal spreading factor in coherent systems in relation to per bit SNR.
V. CENTRAL LIMIT THEORY GAUSSIAN APPROXIMATION
Traditionally, as emphasized here, exact calculations of biterror probabilities are not undertaken and approximations are used based on assuming that decoder functions such as (20) from (8) , are Gaussian distributed with their own approximate or exact mean and variance. To assess this assumption, the exact probability density function of (20) will be calculated for the coherent antipodal CSK system. The required generalization of the bit-error calculation in Section III gives (21) The associated probability density function is (22) where is the Gaussian(0,1) density function. For large , a rough approximation to (21) is , showing that is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution with mean and approximate variance . This latter variance is in contrast to the exactly calculated and more complicated variance of given in Lawrance and Balakrishna [2] which involves kurtosis and quadratic autocorrelations of the spreading sequence. A graphical comparison of the non-Gaussian exact and the two Gaussian approximate distributions is given in Figs. 7 and 8 for chaotic logistic-map spreading sequences. In the latter case, the exact variance is (23) where is the variance of . A still better approximation can be derived by more detailed analysis of (22).
From Figs. 7 and 8, it is evident that the distribution with the exact variance (23), the dotted curves, gives a better general fit to the exact distribution but with there being concern with lower tail probabilities, neither approximation is particularly preferable. In some cases, the Gaussian approximate variance approximation might be better. In view of its widespread acceptance, some caution in using the standard Gaussian formula to calculate BERs is recommended.
In the case of an independent Gaussian spreading sequence, exact results for any can be expressed as functions of a random variable, as at (17).
VI. NONCOHERENT CSK SYSTEMS
The next system considered is noncoherent antipodal CSK (see Fig. 1 ) where the spreading segments are only known after they have been corrupted by channel noise and sometimes called transmitted reference segments. This is a form of differential CSK, as explored by Schimming and Hasler [10] , for instance. In this system, a chaotic segement is transmitted twice, once with the embedded message bit and once without, and each is received with noise; both are used by the decoder. Suppose AWGN is associated with the reference spreading sequence , also with variance . Thus, now , is received as well as . The likelihood of based on the joint density of is required. First, the joint density of is obtained by generalizing (2) and is seen to be (24) and with the AWGN assumptions, becomes (25) Marginalizing out the unknown exact spreading values , the likelihood of is seen as (26) The summation term is now simplified so as to isolate the terms in as much as possible and uncover a covariance type term for . It can be written as
In order to simplify subsequent expressions, let
The likelihood in (26) can now be written as (30) which gives the likelihood ratio as
The product form does bring out a correlation decoder term for the signal and the spreading sequences but there is also a modulating factor using these sequences as well. This factor does require to be known, although an optimal decoder in the case of unknown is available. Thus, the picture is not totally as clear as might be hoped; Schimming and Hasler [10] did explicitly obtain the modulating term for one system using piecewise-linear maps. Although generally difficult to calculate repeatedly, perhaps a "lookup table" in could be provided for small . For independent spreading sequences, the modulating factor is itself a ratio of products and quite tractable.
In the case , exemplary results can be obtained. Suppose the spreading sequence has the uniform invariant density on [ 1, 1] and that . Then
Based on (32), the factor in (31) is greater or less than unity according to whether the correlation decoder exponent term is less or greater than one, respectively; thus, the optimal likelihood decoder differs from the correlation decoder. Interestingly, in this case it has been shown that they give identical BERs. In the case of independent Gaussian spreading sequences, the modulating factor in (31) can be calculated explicitly without much difficulty as (33) Thus, the likelihood ratio is still a function of the correlation decoder term and the correlation decoder remains optimal.
It seems worth considering the use of just the correlation decoder from (31) to estimate , and moreover, to evaluate its BER. A comparison can then be made with the antipodal CSK system considered in Section III.
The correlation decoder term in (31) is denoted as which allows the bit-error conditional probabilities to be written as BER (34) and similarly, for
. Manipulating the inequality in (34), as in Section III, gives
BER (35)
By working in terms of the pairs of independent random variables and , (35) can be expressed exactly in terms of the standard noncentral F distribution, Johnson, Kotz, and Balakrishna [12, ch. 30] , with equal degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter . Denoting such a random variable by , the required expression is BER (36) where the expectation is over the spreading sequence , which may have chaotic dependency. The exact effects of noncoherence on correlation decoders can thus be obtained by comparing (36) with (11) . The other conditional bit-error probability is equal to (36), indicating that the BER is not influenced by the bit distribution in messages.
Computational results from (36) support Sushchik, Tsimring, and Volkovskii [8] in suggesting that there are optimal lengths of spreading for specified SNR values, a feature not found in coherent CSK. An explanation of this is associated with two factors: increased spreading of the message segments leading to less error from the chaotic effect, but at the same time increased noise in the decoder leading to more error. When considering per-bit SNR an optimum is produced, but there is no optimum in in terms of basic SNR for which bit error reduces with increased spreading. A comparison of interest is between the BERs of the correlation decoder and likelihood optimal decoders in noncoherent CSK as specified in (31). However, the BER of the likelihood optimal decoder is at present intractable mathematically. Recourse to a small simulation study produced the results in Fig. 9 and suggests that there are appreciable advantages at high SNR values but not at low ones.
As with coherent CSK systems, lower bounds to BERs are of importance. The lower bound of (36) as a function of can be obtained by applying Jensen's inequality to the series expansion of the noncentral term, Johnson, Kotz, and Balakrishna [12, Ch. 30] . The noncentral distribution function is convex in its noncentrality parameter, and so the lower bound is (37) This result could not be obtained using Gaussian approximations. The effect of noisy transmission of the spreading sequence on the lower bound of the BER can be obtained by comparison of (37) with (14). In Fig. 10 , there are comparisons of the lower bounds (37) and (14) of the BERs in terms of SNR, for several spreading factors . In the coherent case of noise-free spreading there is just one lower bound, the solid curve. In the noncoherent case of noisy spreading, the lower bound BER (37) increases with for constant SNR, above the coherent case curve, an effect related to efficiency of bit transmission.
The comparisons in Fig. 11 show the strong effect of noisy spreading, as might be expected, both on the exact and lower bound calculations of BER.
VII. BRIEF GENERAL TREATMENT OF OPTIMAL DECODING IN CSK SYSTEMS
In general coherent antipodal CSK systems, for each bit to be transmitted, one of two chaotic maps, which may be the same or just differ by sign, generates a spreading reference segment; the maps are individually associated with a particular bit value. In the antipodal CSK of Sections II-VI, the maps effectively just change by sign. More generally, with distinct maps, the receiver thus has to identify which map generated the noisy chaotic spreading segment received; in this coherent case, the received noisy segment is compared with each of the two perfectly known chaotic-spreading segments, one of which was the transmitted one. The most similar or correlated pair indicates the value of the transmitted bit, although there is the possibility of error because of noise. A sketch of optimal decoder and correlation decoder bit error results, employing the previous general approach, will be given for this general coherent case of CSK.
Suppose that the chaotic spreading processes are denoted by and , both with means , and that these are associated with bit values of 0 and 1, respectively; the received segments in a particular case will thus be denoted as or (38) where is AWGN. Writing to be consistent with earlier notation as a modulation factor, a received message segment is given by
The likelihood of this received segment as a function of and conditional on the knowledge of two reference segments and assuming that the AWGN has probability density function is given by
The likelihood ratio for versus can now be formed, assuming that both reference segments are fully known at the receiver. After the inner squared term is expanded with meancentering about , although not actually necessary, it can be written as (41) with the definitions of the functions and given being given by comparison between the lines of (41). The result (41) produces an explicit likelihood optimal decoder as if if
The form of this likelihood optimal decoder represents taking the bit value whose fully known reference segment has the strongest adjusted covariance with the received message signal. The adjustment involves the energy levels of the two reference segments; this adjustment is at the heart of the "optimum correlator" receiver of Lau and Tse [4] . The bit-error probabilities for the optimal decoder (42) will next be explicitly calculated, staying with the coherent case. 
This is the required general exact result, advantageously applying also to , and offering computational tractability with particular chaotic reference segments. The lower bound of (44), equivalently the limit of (44) as , is given by BER (45) a generalization of (14) for the simpler CSK system. The decoder previously considered in general antipodal CSK systems is the maximum correlation decoder, Kennedy [13] , for instance, given by if if
which ignores the terms in the optimal decoder (42). The exact BER for for this decoder can similarly be derived as BER (47) This result shows that the maximum correlation decoder is definitely sub-optimal since its bit-error probabilities can be greater than one-half and differ between and . Results for general noncoherent CSK systems which parallel those in Section VI are in priniciple available but await detailed development.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The main messages of the paper are that exact BER calculations are sometimes possible and then preferable to analytical Gaussian approximations and simulations; further that optimal decoders are based on the maximum likelihood estimates of bit values employing all the received and available data and their assumed distributions. The main warnings of the paper are that bit-error calculations based on moment calculations and Gaussian assumptions ignore the chaotic dynamics and lead to inexact results which at best are lower bounds on the error rates, and further that the traditional correlation decoders are not always optimal.
